
Preseason Activities

COACHES CONTACT US WITH QUESTIONS:

info@quarkmine.com

 Team Identity
Team should come up with a name at a minimum - we will need this name at Kickoff
It is never too early to get started on banners, posters, and signs
Team logo - optional
Team colors - optional
See our SRL Getting Started page by scanning the QR code below or at quarkmine.com/srl-getting-
started for more identity tips and ideas

Identify and Obtain Supplies
Identity-related supplies
Method to transport the robot and transmitter (bonus if it incorporates identity) - robots will need
a minimum of approximately a 10"x10"x10" cube, and transmitters will need approximately
12"x12"x12"
We have recommended supplies linked on the SRL Getting Started page which can be accessed by
using the QR code below or at quarkmine.com/srl-getting-started. The batteries, M3 cap screw
assortment, and multi-driver are the most essential.
The first design and build will involve utilizing non-metal household items and/or recyclables to
build passive robot systems and add identity to the robot. It will benefit your team to set aside
some cardboard, milk jugs, packing foam, etc. for use in these activities.

Ethos
It is a good idea to prepare students now for battling robots - it is the nature of this sport that
robots will take damage, get knocked out of the ring, etc. 
SRL is about helping all teams to compete at their very best - it is normal to see coaches helping
other teams, students helping other students, and everyone working together so we can leave it all
on the competition floor

Coaches, here is a list of the things you should be helping your students work on leading up to the Kickoff
event on 02-08-2023.

1.

2.

3.

BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR  SCHOOL
AND TEAM NAME

NEED
HELP?

01-26-2023 to 02-07-2023


